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HUUB’S MOOV&COOL MAKES THE FIRST MOVE IN 
KONA 

 
HUUB have collaborated with textile innovator Devan Chemicals to bring even more performance-

enhancing technology to their triathlon and cycling racewear. The two companies have been working on a 

long-term project around 'Moov&Cool' which has resulted in improvements to athlete performance. The 

cool comfort coating has a positive impact on core body temperature as well as on heart rate, which could 

lead to a significant improvement in race-day performance and faster finish times. 

 

Moov&Cool is HUUB's exclusive formulation for triathlon that will be applied to the brand's top-end racewear, starting 

with Anemoi+ to be launched following the iconic Ironman World Champs in Kona. David McNamee, the most 

successful British male Kona athlete, has been involved in the testing process of the original Anemoi Tri Suit from its 

conception. He will be racing the Ironman World Champs wearing the new Anemoi+ which not only offers improved aero 

benefits - it will also benefit his performance and comfort on race day thanks to the Moov&Cool coating. 

  

Like all HUUB products and their exclusive technologies, Moov&Cool has been rigorously tested and proven to deliver 

both performance and speed enhancing results. The cooling effect of this multisport formulation helps to evaporate 

sweat during exercise in a balanced way and cool you down. When sweat is evaporated, heat will be drawn from the 

body to cool you down, which will help to prevent you from overheating and slowing down. The Moov&Cool technology 

contains a continuous heat absorption capacity that can assist in the heat withdrawal process. This heat absorption 

capacity also continues to work in wet environments, so it is ideal for triathlon and cycling. 

  

Dr Faulkner, Head of Sports Engineering at Nottingham Trent University, concluded, "Competing in triathlons in hot and 

humid conditions is often challenging due to the additional environmental stress placed on the athlete. When you 

compete in a triathlon, you produce heat as a result of the increase in metabolic rate required to meet the elevated 

energy demand due to swimming, cycling, and running. This heat needs to be removed from the body, as if too much 

heat builds up inside your body, it can have a dramatic effect on your performance. At the very least it will cause you to 

feel uncomfortable and to slow down, or worse; think of Jonny Brownlee, who collapsed from dehydration at the end of 

the World Triathlon Series race in Cozumel in 2016. In races that are frequently very hot, such as Ironman Hawaii and 

races in Asia, optimising your heat tolerance is critical to performance. Most people will know about the impact of 

acclimatising to the heat before race day. Still, one often overlooked component is an athlete's clothing and the 

technology within that fabric that can help to keep you cool." 
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Devan Chemicals is a worldwide developer of speciality chemicals for textiles, headquartered in Belgium and with 

offices in the UK, Portugal and the USA. The company was founded in 1977 and has a strong focus on innovation, 

research & development and sustainability. Devan is a leading innovator in the fields of protection (flame 

retardants), performance (odour control & stain release), thermoregulation (PCM’s and cooling technologies such 

as Moov&Cool®), health & wellness (aromatherapy, R-Vital™ and allergen control) and fibres and yarns (functional 

masterbatch technologies). 
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Note to editors 

 

Wetsuit and apparel specialist HUUB has the vision to create better products combining research, science and 

reality. Team HUUB has four decades worth of experience gained in the field of endurance sports. Focusing wholly 

on the athlete and maximising performance and comfort, the HUUB team explores both the odd and the 

conventional to create the best.  

 

HUUB are not slaves to fashion, but to form, fit and performance. They believe quite simply that they have 

delivered what competitors want. What's more, they know their wetsuits work, because the science says so. 

 

The HUUB team understands the specialist technical and scientific fields associated with triathlon, including 

hydrodynamics and swim stroke analysis. From smart scientist HUUB Toussaint, clever Swim Smooth guys Adam 

Young and Paul Newsome to pragmatist Dean Jackson, they are focused on bringing cutting-edge innovation to 

their products, while retaining a sense of reality and accessibility. 

 

HUUB wetsuits, clothing, accessories and goggles are worn by sporting stars such as Rio 2016 medalists Jonathan 

and Alistair Brownlee, Richard Varga (fastest swimmer in ITU triathlon), Olympic Silver medallist Henri Schoeman, 

Paratriathletes Phil Hogg, Joe Townsend and Olympic Champion Jetze Plat. As well as possibly the greatest 

supported female athletes in triathlon - twice World Champion Helen Jenkins MBE, Yvonne Van Vlerken, Jess 

Learmonth, Sophie Coldwell, Georgia Taylor Brown, and Hannah Cockroft. Also, proudly supporting Professor 

Greg Whyte and the young inspirational Bailey Matthews. 

 
 
 

For more information, contact: 

 

- Felix Vanassche - felix.vanassche@devan-be.com - +32 55 33 57 27 
 

- Inka Finne - ifinne@marketing-solutions.com - +32 33 13 03 11 
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